
Hi -  
  

I am excited that you are joining us for the April 27th 14 Day Get REAL Cleanse. 
Congratulations for putting yourself at the Top of Your To Do List. I am looking  

forward to supporting you. 

  

You will receive the full eGuide and an invitation to our exclusive FB group 
on April 27th. You will also receive a few emails that week to help you get 

ready for the 14 Days. The emails come from livebeyondorganic.com so make sure 

that you whitelist the domain in your email. 

  

You will also receive the products from Beyond Organic on your doorstep the  
week before you start. You will need a clear shelf in your fridge to put the 24 16-oz 

bottles, but just for the first 5 days. After that you’ll only have 5 in there! 

  

While you are waiting for your plan to start, there are a few things you can  

do that will be help you get the most out of your 14 days: 
  

1. Cut back on any caffeinated beverages and/or diet drinks. Cutting back 

now so that you are weaned off of them by the first day will help with less detoxing 

headaches and fatigue. My suggestion is to drink a glass of water – with lemon  

squeezed in – first thing in the morning. If you have coffee in the morning, start  

drinking less every few days. Aim  to drink at least 1/2 your IDEAL body weight  

in ounces every day. 

  

2. If you’re not getting 8+ hours of sleep each night, back up your bedtime by 
10-15 minutes every few nights until you hit that mark. Sleep is key to  

reaching our ideal weight, to cleansing and to overall health. We have lots of  

distractions so it take a conscious effort to wind down and turn off electronics  

at least 30 minutes before bed. 

  

If either of these ideas seems overwhelming, making small manageable  
changes is powerful. Changing a little bit each day really matters. You can do this! 

Almost 1,000 busy moms, dads and other busy people like you have been through the  

14 days with great & lasting results. You’ll have all the support you need and it’s a judgment 

free zone so wherever you are with your diet and taking care of yourself, you’ll be in the 

perfect place to jump start your weight loss, kick your cravings and boost your energy. 

Promise. 

  

Please let me know if you need anything before your plan starts. 
  

Warmly, 

Angelle 
  

  

P.S. Here’s a testimonial I wanted to share with you so you know what’s possible for you! 



Kelly Planko, Mom of 1:  “Before the 14 Day Get REAL Cleanse I was feeling very bloated & 

gassy all the time and craved a lot of sugar, also was not sleeping enough. During the cleanse, I 

started to notice the bloating was going away as were the sugar cravings, in fact really early 

on.  I was getting 8 hours of sleep each night, eating the 3 meals while being satisfied and not 

hungry and had lots of energy. After the cleanse, I will continue to eat this way and follow the 3 

meals a day schedule. As long as I include the PP, CC, and FF in each meal I’m full until the 

next. I ended up losing almost 10# as well! I’ve tried many “fad” diets in the past and didn’t have 

much luck in losing weight, and fell right back into my old ways. Not this time, I feel great and 

owe it to Angelle. She was awesome and I’m so glad I did this cleanse. 

  

  

 


